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SFSP Evaluation Training Follow up

- Noelle and Laurel facilitated a training on March 10th for SFSP programming, implementation, and evaluation.
- The evaluation tool is called the SFSP Supports Checklist and will be completed online at the end of the summer session by all contractors working in strategy 4.
- The online link will be available prior to the end of the SFSP season. Step by step instructions are forthcoming.
- The iLinc training recording is available here: https://azdhs.ilinc.com/join/rkfmyht
- Contractors in attendance at the training received a word version of the Supports Checklist after the training.
- Contact Laurel with any questions.

Evaluation at the AzNN Conference - May 4-5th

- Grand session: The UA AzNN evaluation team will be presenting evaluation updates and data results to date this fiscal year.
- Breakout sessions – The UA AzNN evaluation team will be facilitating breakout sessions on the following topics:
  - Community Coalition Evaluation Training – Required for contractors working in strategies 1, 3, 6, or 7.
  - LWP Evaluation Session
  - Go NAP SACC Evaluation Facilitated Discussion
- Committee poster: Each committee is developing a conference poster displaying the work of the committee this year. Stay tuned next month for more details on the evaluation committee poster.

Upcoming SART/SARN Booster Training

- SART Booster training is scheduled for 4/14 from 10-11am.
  - It is recommended that contractors work on completing their SARTs prior to the training to be able to send questions to your evaluation liaison by April 7th to have them incorporated into the training, or bring your questions to the training itself.
  - At the training we will reintroduce contractors to the table itself, answer frequently asked questions, and offer "pro" tips on filling out the forms. We will also address SARN questions if there are any.
- Please send a representative from your agency who is responsible for SART reporting.
Adult Impact Evaluation

- The Adult Impact Evaluation is going well. We are working with 8 different counties across the state who are offering MyPlate for My Family Classes. The evaluation team is currently **not scheduling any more classes** for MPFMF surveying.
  - Our numbers so far:
    - 128 pre-tests
    - 46 post-tests
    - 1 focus group (in Spanish, N=8)
- The evaluation team is now working on implementing the comparison group. If contractors have opportunities where you are in contact with **SNAP eligible folks who are not presently receiving nutrition education**, let us know.
  - We are especially looking for groups of 10+ individuals who you can get together for ~30 minutes to complete a survey in these counties:
    - Maricopa
    - Yavapai
    - Pinal
    - Coconino
  - Please contact Kay or your evaluation liaison if you have an opportunity to schedule a comparison group.

Evaluation Team Services and Support Survey

- The UA AzNN evaluation team will be distributing a survey in the near future to understand contractors’ experiences to date working with the new evaluation team. Keep an eye out for the online survey soon.

Next committee meeting

4/21 from 1-2pm